INCIDENT WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT GROUP MINUTES

Date: 20 August 2019

In Attendance: Doug Alexander, CGAC | Jesse Bender, Chair | Dave Celino, OTC | Colleen Gadd, AHIMTA | Jim Prevette, NASF | Paul Schlobohm, NWCG

Not Present: | Cole Belongie, DMC | Shane Greer, ICAC | Mike Mattfeldt, USFS | Tawnya Brummett, M-582 | Walter Herzog, BLM | Michael Minton, ICAC | Dan O’Brien, CGAC | Jarrod Simontacchi, NICC | Billy Proffitt, GATR

August 20th

Topic
Post Meeting Update: Collaborating with Wildland Fire Leadership Council (WFLC)
- Mike Zupko presented IWDG briefing papers: Incident Workforce Development Group (IWDG) Overview and Activities, and Command and General Staff (C&G) Shortages and Incident Management Team Succession.
- Conversation stayed strategic and high level. Anticipate future requests from WFLC to discuss these issues.
- Celino will work with Mike Zupko to identify potential topics on the WFLC agenda for their fall/winter meeting in Florida.

Data Collection Status – Received State IMT Dispatches and ROSS Data
- Starting from 2009, will be assimilating the data to recreate the following reports: Annual Qualification Health Report and IMT Use Per Nationwide.
- Topic added to September agenda.

Status of the Agency Roles/Leadership White Paper
- Topic will be on the Fire Management Board (FMB) agenda. Will be seeking agency perspective and recommendations on next steps.
- Topic added to September agenda.

Next Meeting: September 17, 2019, 10am Mountain Time.